
Summary of the status of Polling Centres/ Polling Stations lists

Lists of PCs / PSs and assigned Voter Registration Centres or localities/ payams and villages
Finalised 10 in Northern Sudan (Red Sea, Khartoum, River Nile, Sennar, El Gezira, North Kordofan, South Kordofan, Blue Nile, el

Gadaref, West Darfur).
Not finalised Northern, Kassala

Lists of PCs / PSs with no detail of either assigned Voter Registration Centres or localities/ payams and villages
Finalised 3 in Northern Sudan (South Darfur, North Darfur, White Nile).
Not finalised

Southern Sudan to give information by this afternoon.

Dissemination plans (NB: we need to confirm that these plans are actually implemented)

MEDIA ANNOUNCEMENTS Planned in States (Khartoum, Northern, River Nile, Kassala, Gezira, Sennar, Blue Nile, South Kordofan,
Upper Nile, Red Sea, White Nile, West Darfur, Lakes, Eastern Equatoria)

PEOPLE TO PEOPLE CHANNELS
CEOS Northern, South Kordofan, Red Sea, North Darfur, Central Equatoria, Upper Nile, Unity, Eastern

Equatoria

PPS Khartoum, Northern, Rive Nile, Blue Nile, South Kordofan, Unity, El Gezira, Kassala,

COMMUNITY LEADERS Unity, Lakes

CSOS (INCLUDING GRANTEES) Rive Nile (but too late to disseminate info thoroughly), South Kordofan, West Darfur (but very late), Unity,
Eastern Equatoria

VANS WITH LOUD SPEAKERS Khartoum, White Nile, Lakes, Blue Nile (it’s really happening!),

WORKSHOPS El Gezira

DISPLAY AT PUBLIC PLACES Khartoum, Blue Nile, White Nile, West Darfur
(public transport stations and markets)

No plans yet South Darfur, North Kordofan, Jongley,
No plans at all Gadaref



Snapshot of Polling Centres Information Dissemination
How to read the table:
Both Lists and dissemination plans are finalised
List is finalised, dissemination plan is not
Neither the lists nor the dissemination plan are finalised

SNAPSHOT OF POLLING CENTRES INFORMATION DISSEMINATION
STATE PC/PS LISTS AND

REMARKS
CHANNELS FOR DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION

MEDIA ANNOUNCEMENTS PEOPLE TO PEOPLE
CHANNELS

DISPLAY AT PUBLIC
PLACES

KHARTOUM
Khartoum

Final List has names of PCs
and assigned voter registration
centres (4 April) (before, each
CEO developed a PC list in a
different format, information
was inconsistent).
Around 50% of PCs are
different from VRCs.

Returning Officer has been
given the responsibility to
disseminate information on
former VR Centers, but it is
not his priority as of 6 April.

Al-Wathan newspaper will
come out on 7 April with a
supplement (according to the
CVEO the entire polling
centers List).
On 7 April there will be an
announcement on the State
Radio.

Vans with loud speakers will
announce the PCs across
Khartoum.

According to some CEOs, PCs
were selected based on their
proximity to the registration
centers. Local people and PPs
have been informed of the
changes. Polling staff comes
from the area where they will
be working and will further
spread the information among
their extended families, friends
and neighbours.

Political parties are expected to
carry voters to PCs.

On 9 April CEOs will post
Lists at Voter Registration
Centres by CEOs.

Signs indicating PCs will also
be posted.

Political parties are expected to
bring voters to PCs by van/bus.

NORTHERN
Dongola

Online List (1 April) has all
the info. (CVEO said all
polling centers were VRCs and
all voters will vote where they
registered). LIST IS NOT
FINALISED as of 6 April.
Dissemination plan to be
discussed.
As of 6 April “minor” changes
are still being made at
Constituency level but “new
centers are very close to the
old ones”. As of 6 April the

The 6 April version (without
updates) will be broadcasted
on the radio and TV from 6
April.

Previous version was given to
political parties and
constituencies election
officers.



SHC does not have an updated
list with these changes.

KASSALA
Kassala

A polling centre list has been
completed but the SHC may
still make a few changes.

Radio to broadcast information Political Parties and candidates

RIVER NILE
Ed Damer / Atbara

List is final and complete with
areas (villages) assigned to
PCs.

The information has been out
to voters since mid-March

Radio stations have been given
list to broadcast

Radio/ TV Atbara
All local Media
Newspapers

Political parties have been
given lists for public
dissemination

Grantees, CSOs, CBOs have
been given the list but only one
organisation is still conducting
activities and can disseminate
this information.

EL GEZIRA
Wadi Medani

22 03 2010
All VR Centers will become
Polling Centers

31 03 2010
The PC's list is not finalized.
EAD team is still expecting
new changes this week. LO,
ESO and TL are working on it.

This issue of dissemination of
information has been raised to
the SHC TL, but CVEO has
had no straight answer.

04 03 2010
List is not finalised yet. A big
difference in numbers between
VRCs and PCs is expected.

06 03 2010
List is not finalised yet.

07 03 2010
The list is final

22 03 2010
A local radio campaign will
announce that previous VR
Centers are Polling Centers
and people should go to the
same place they registered.

07 04 2010
Newspapers will print the list

At workshops it was
announced that previous VR
Centers are Polling Centers
and people should go to the
same place they registered
(This despite the significant
difference between VRCs and
PCs).

07 04 2010
Political parties and candidates
have been given the list

22 03 2010
Posted on Polling Centres
walls

SENNAR
SINGA

The list is finalised and
includes areas assigned to PCs

Radio and newspapers

BLUE NILE P.C. LIST ONLINE (1 April) SHC plans to give list to radio SHC plans to give list to local SHC says it has already posted



Ed Damazin The list includes allocated
registration centres and
localities CVEO to confirm
info soon

stations to broadcast stakeholders (leaders, PPs) for
public dissemination
Vans (1 in each constituency)
announce dates, hours and
localities of the polling
stations.

information in public places

NORTH KORDOFAN
El Obeid

List is final and complete
allocated localities (this last
information needs CVEO’s
confirmation)

Two days prior to E-Day, the
SHC will give Voter Roll
(with PC assigned to each
Voter??) to CEOs, PPs, radio
and TV stations.

SOUTH KORDOFAN
Kadugli

List is final as of 4 April. All
VRCs have become PCs.
CEOs are expected to
disseminate information.

Lists will be given to radio and
TV station to broadcast

CEOs are expected to
disseminate information.
Political parties have received
the list for public
dissemination.
CSOs, including grantees, will
receive this information from
SHC for public dissemination.

RED SEA
Port Sudan

List is complete and final.
most Voter Registration Center
have become PCs
Dissemination strategy still
weak. CVEO has raised issue
with SHC but unsuccessfully

Radio station will announce
lists

The 10 officers head of
national constituencies and the
29 officers head of state
constituencies will have the
lists containing the name of the
centers and will be responsible
for their dissemination in each
constituency.

GADAREF
Gadaref

List is final. It includes info on
areas/ villages assigned to PCs
There is no dissemination plan

None None Voters Roll posted on PSs

WHITE NILE
Kosti Rabak

List is final and includes
information on assigned voter
registration centres.
SHC are making copies

Radio and TV stations will be
given lists to broadcast

CEOs are responsible for
dissemination. Information
will be disseminated at
national constituency level.
The SHC has 6 vans with loud
speakers (one every two
national constituencies for a
total of12 constituencies).
Each van has two people who

Lists will posted in public
markets and bus stands.



will travel across their
constituencies announcing PCs

SHC may also give some
copies to CSOs, including
IOM grantees.

NORTH DARFUR
El Fasher

List is final. No plans or
intentions of the SHC to
disseminate information from
their hand.

CEOs have the list and are
expected to inform voters

SOUTH DARFUR
Nyala

List is final. Plans for
dissemination are under
discussion (announcements on
public radio station has been
suggested)

Currently SHC is advising
citizens "to vote where you
[they] have register" during
workshops.

WEST DARFUR
El Genina

List is final and includes PCs
and assigned VRCs.
SHC will print around 2000
copies and will distribute 2 or
3 copies for each Polling
Station (420) through CEOs in
each constituency.
SHC will start printing from 5
April , CVEO expects that by 6
of April the list will be
distributed to different actors

Media (especially Radio) will
have a copy of this list to
disseminate the information.

IOM-UNDP grantees and local
authorities will be given some
copies of this list to inform
people in their area of activity,
they will be contacted to come
to SHC offices and have their
copies.

SHC will publish this list in
Public sites (markets,
transports and stations...) in
each constituency according to
their printing capacity.

SOUTHERN SUDAN
Central Equatoria List of PS is finalised, not list

of Polling Centres.
The lists will be finished on 6
April.

May just announce by radio
that the lists are going to be
posted at the polling centres.

Responsibility of CEOs only. Not sure about displaying at
public places.

Western Equatoria Polling centres = VRCs (not
clear about mobile VRCs if
any).

PC list have been distributed to
the constituencies through the
CEOs and CSOs.

PCs lists will be displayed on
public notice boards in public
places such as Hospitals,
Schools, Government Offices
at all levels (state to Boma,)
and prayer houses.

Eastern Equatoria Miraya FM, Emmanuel 97.5
and GRACE

Yes. Through CSOs Grantees
and CEOs.

Yes

Western Bahr el Ghazal From NEC’s website, list
includes VRCs!!

Northern Bahr el Ghazal From NEC’s website, list has
PS names that seem to



correspond to areas/ payam/
VRCs?

Warrab Not online. Not finalised yet
Lakes List is complete, circulation of

PCs started around 21 March
Polling Centres correspond
mostly to Registration centres.
Voters will have to find out
which polling station they are
assigned to within a PC, by
checking the voters list at the
polling stations.
Polling Centres have
maximum 15 Polling Stations;
on average they have 6-7
Polling Stations.

Given to Radio Rumbek and
Radio Good News

Broadcast has to be
confirmed

 Announcement van
 State Event
 CVE partners received

list on 24-03-2010
(grantees)

 CEOs
 County Administration

(Commissioners, Chiefs)
pending

 Will be displayed at
polling stations

 Others locations pending

Unity No extra information attached
CVEO:
PC and PS are final but SHC
needs to recheck
constituencies to find the
correct PC, PS and VL.

The VL will be disseminated by
announcement to the people
through CEOs, Traditional
leaders, Community Leaders

VLs will be posted at polling
station will be posted

Upper Nile List is finalised and circulated
to CEOs.

Announcements started and
ongoing.

Ongoing by CEOs Ongoing by CEOs

Jongley Voters List already finalized.
Each polling station is
receiving two copies of the
voters list: one for polling day
and second for dissemination
of voters list. This list will be
displayed on the polling station
for public knowledge.

No announcement of areas for
polling centres

The voters list will be displayed
on the Polling Station for public
information.


